
SHIPS OF THE MARITIME WEST



MESOPOTAMIA



“Cylinder seal found at Uruk, biblical Erech. Large figure in the boat can be 

identified as a king from his garb. His hair and beard indicates he is Semitic-

Akkadian, not Sumerian. 

http://allmesopotamia.tumblr.com/post/43314636121/cylinder-seal-found-at-uruk-biblical-

erech

http://www.historicalgenesis.com/media/Details.aspx?Page=3
http://www.historicalgenesis.com/media/Details.aspx?Page=3
http://allmesopotamia.tumblr.com/post/43314636121/cylinder-seal-found-at-uruk-biblical-erech


bas-relief from the Assyrian King Sennacherib's (reigned 

ca. 705-681 B.C.) palace showing his soldiers pursuing in 

the reed infested marshlands of Lower Mesopotamia, his 

enemies. Note the shallow draft boats made of reeds 

lashed together

Akkadian cylinder-seal 

impression showing the flood-

epic. Utanapishtim is in the ark, 

and Gilgamesh is fighting the 

Bull. From the British Museum's 

collection.



a line-drawing in ink showing the full panel of Sennacherib's warriors hunting for marsh-dwelling enemies. _All_ the craft are made of marsh reeds 

but vary in size, the smaller craft hold 3 adults while larger craft can hold as many as 7 adults. Some reed-boats are shown "hiding" amongst reeds 

which have been pushed down and displaced by the craft, the hiding occupants, men and women, being "seated" rather than standing (cf. p. 176. 

Henri Frankfort. The Art and Architecture of the Ancient Orient. New Haven & London. Yale University Press. 1954. 4th edition 1970. Reprint 1996).



an aerial view of reed-huts or reed-houses in the 

marshes of lower Mesopotamia, modern Iraq and 

Iran, from which Atrahasis' (Utnapistim's) boat 

would have been constructed.

http://www.bibleorigins.net/NoahsArkil

http://www.bibleorigins.net/NoahsArkillustrationPictureSumerianShuruppak.html


EGYPT



The Egyptian funerary boat on display at the Ure Museum is 
a typical tomb offering from ancient Egypt, and symbolizes 
the transport of the dead person or their soul, from life to the 
afterlife. Egyptians saw death as a boat journey, a trip 
across their River Nile, which ran down the centre of their 
country, joining North and South, country and city.. This boat 
came into the collection in 1923 from the Liverpool Institute 
of Archaeology, which had received it among other objects 
from Professor Garstang's excavations. It is for this reason 
that we know of its findspot, the so-called Tomb of the 
Officials at Beni Hassan. The little boatmen and their oars, 
we think, are from the same boat but there were quite a lot 
of them, so without exact records we can't be sure that the 
pieces that make up this artefact all originally belonged 
together.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/obj

http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/-q-160iURT694-i0Eo5b8Q




MINOAN

Various types of Minoan ships probably used 

around 1500 BC. The paintings are parts of a 

Fresco discovered by the Greek 

archaeologist Spyridon Marinatos in “Acrotiri”.

http://www.hellenicaworld.com/Greece/Person/en/SpyridonMarinatos.html




PHOENICIAN



HELLENIC 





Trireme Relief
A stone relief found in the Acropolis of 

Athens showing a trireme crew. The 

images analyzed and according to a 

Scientific American publication revealed 

that the crew used a technique that was 

discovered again only in the 19th century 

by athletes in rower contests. A 0.55m x 

0.4 m marble relief found by the 

archaeologist Lenormant. Probably it 

shows the Trireme Paralos in the 4th 

century BC. 7 of 31 (on one side) Thranite

rowers are shown (here we see only a part 

of the relief) . The rowers probably used 

a cushion (hupêresion).

http://www.hellenicaworld.com/Greece/LX/en/TriremeNAM01.html




Ancient Greek and Roman ships which 

sailed the Mediterranean (from pottery)

1 Greek Bireme 

2 Greek Unireme

3 and 4 Roman Galleys from about 

100AD 5 and 

6 Greek Merchant Ships of around 

500BC From the book Harmsworth 

History of the World published 1908 

http://www.mediabakery.com/afs03930

70-ancient-greek-and-roman-ships-

which-sailed-the-mediterranean-1-

greek-bireme-2-greek-unireme-3-and-

4-roman-galleys-from-about-100ad-5-

and-6-greek-merchant-ships-of-around-

500bc-from-the-

http://www.mediabakery.com/afs0393070-ancient-greek-and-roman-ships-which-sailed-the-mediterranean-1-greek-bireme-2-greek-unireme-3-and-4-roman-galleys-from-about-100ad-5-and-6-greek-merchant-ships-of-around-500bc-from-the-book.html#sthash.ocVCHhAa.dpuf
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